HISTORICAL REPORT
1995

President’s Name Dianne S. Lennon

List of Board Meetings
Midyear board: Dallas, Texas
List of Leadership Workshops
Southern: New Orleans
Western: Tucson
Central: St. Louis
Annual Session
Location Dallas, Texas
Theme “Diversity Empowers Families”
Objectives
Provide nationally known speakers and educators
Workshops on the Move and Hospitality of our host state
Opportunity to meet representatives of 50 companies who exhibit
Times to Network and enjoy friends
Meaningful recognition ceremonies.

45 Showcase of Excellence displays.
50 exhibitors
24 PDUs from the American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences
Workshops on the Move were conducted.
Major Accomplishments
Implemented new structural change.
NAEHE Strategic plan adopt in 1993 continues to guide the work of the organization.
This document identifies critical issues that seek to make the organization more efficient
and effective and address the needs of the membership. A structure change was enacted
to become effective in 1994.

To maintain a cutting-edge profession a Blue Ribbon Panel was appointed to dialogue
about ways to increase the research within the profession.
Member survey was distributed to determinate future goals for the association. An
immediate application was a bylaw proposal related to life membership.
JCEP established a sub-group exploring the issue of balancing work and family.
Members wanted NEHE to be a voice for the profession.
Public Affairs “Challenge 96” was developed to get NAEHE members to inform, involve
and educate public policy makers.
338 award applications were judges.
79 DSA
57 Continued Excellence Award winners
Sponsorship for the DSA and CE plaques was received again this year.
64 Honorary members recognized in Dallas.
Two by-law changes were presented at the annual meeting: the category of Honorary
Membership would be changed to Life members (with a fee assessed) and the category or
Affiliated member would be expended to include more individuals with the changing
roles of many home economists.
Western regional director reports that electronic mail is available to many of the counties
and this has proven to be an inexpensive and rapid mod of contact—especially with
remote unites such as Guam, Hawaii and Alaska.
Ruth Helein of the Administrators continued to be our national office.
Dues increase was voted in 1994. Active dues were $40 with $8 going to the Educational
Awards fund and the remaining $32 to the general operating account.
Treasurer expects to have a new accounting computer system in place by the end of the
year.
The 1994 NAEHE 60th Birthday celebration in Wichita contributed $11,296 to the
Educational Awards Fund.

